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4 SONIC CHAOS 
game type: ACTION 

1 PLAYER 

FAS! FAA 
PUBLISHER PRICE 

GRAPHICS 

COREE :7 ae 
SOUND 

[eceoeedey ‘The new Sonic game has arrived! Sonic Chaos is the 
latest in the Sonic series for the Sega 8-bit systems, 

PLAYABILITY the Master System and Game Gear. 
So what's new, | hear you ask? 
Well, Doctor Robotnik is at it again. But, this time he 

has managed to hide the six Chaos Emeralds from Sonic. 
To tind them, Sonic has to speed through six zones, 

@ach with, three sub-stages and a boss at the end of 
each third stage 

There are two ways to play Sonle Chaos; you can 
choose to be either Sonic or Talls at game start. It you 

Bh 21 Talls you cannot collect Chaos Emeralds and you 
aniot see the game ending, but you can use your T 

MD to fly around tor short periods of tims. if you choose 
Sonic, you effectively enter the hard mode and can do 

MD ailthe necessary things to finish the game. 
There are lots of goodies and new moves for Sonic to 

do. He can collect jet boots and use them to fly for @ 
MD short time, and there are also pogo pads for Sonic to 

bounce around on, The courses are’2 lot more tortuous 
MP and tricky than before. There is even a vertical version 

of Sonic's Mosbius Strip to roll down, 
To gat a\Chaos Emerald you have to first collect 100 

MD rings and you are then automatically warped to the 
Chaos stage. Each of the six Chaos stages is different 

© soi of them are fiendishly cruel and tricky! 
You Have a limited time to find each Emerald. The 

stages vary from flying rocket shoes through massive 
menpcent MD rings to rolling around mind-numbing pipe sets! 

eeoerstk sive Ifyou do manage to collect all six Chaos Emeralds 
BD ana i’s oot easy) and get through all sx stages, you 
HD 21° {eated to a real gem of amend sequence. Yes, | 

claim to be the first person to crack Sonic Chaos in 
M® Europe! - Vi. 
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REVIEW 

OTTIFANTS 
game type: PLATFORM 

1 PLAYER 
ae BReSS mS TART me T7 ON! 

Ottifants is one of the first games to comefom Sega iy 
Europe, instead of Japan. It has been developed for the Sega 
Mega Drive, Master System and Game Gear (this review 

1S version). 
based on a very famous German cartoon 

‘character. The storyline has littl¢ baby elephant Otto/waiting SEGA £3 
jad to come home from work. Otto has avery vivid 

ination and he sees his room and everything around him 

In the game you have to guide baby Otto around some very (Ceres <o Ma) | 
colourful and dangerous scenes, collecting jellybabies and 
A Behe 

urtaagn 

‘An origina! touch is that baby Otto can use his trunk to 
fire at the nasties around him, He ¢an also use his trunk to 
suck abjeets towards hin, and pick them up and drop them at | CE) 7 0 A | 
will. There aresome puzzles to solve as well. 

The action is pretty hectic and you have to really learn RAVES GRAVES | 
where the safe spots are along the way. You also have to Looks great ~ Lacks real 

ct papers that ae Addictive play 
SEGA £35(MS) have fallen from Otto's, rT \ ./ 

7. i £30(66) dads briefcase, 
OverallpOttitants 

1s 2 colourfihromp 
(eer 80 with some great = oa, 

touches, like Otto 

‘bottom wiggleshif you 
leave the joystick fora 
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game type: PLATFORM 

1 PLAYER 

FAST FAA. 
PUBLISHER PRICE 

GRAPHICS 

CE! . 
SOUND 
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ASTERIH 
game type: PLATFORM 

1 PLAYER 

Pafl Asterix The Gaul, star of countless 
superb French comic strips, arrives on 
the Sega scene 

‘At 18 Mb itis one of the bigger games 
‘around (all the more room to find those 
‘crazy’ Romans!) and, not surprisingly for 
such @ Euro superstar, features a multi- 
language option with French and German 
text 

On starting Asterix you can choose 
from either Asterix or Obelix as the 
character you want to play, You then 
have to work your way through each level 
collecting potions, taking out brutish 
nasties and solving puzzles. 

Depending on which character you 
choose to play the scene varies. It's not 
just a case of the same scene with a 
different main sprite, the levels are 
actually different! Each character has 
their own special way of defending 
themselves. Asterix has @ good old 
fashioned paf'em punch, while Obelix can 
do slam attacks with his big belly and 
can also thump his enemies. 

The game is faithful to the French 
‘comic strip with the same presentation style, characters 
and action with ‘Zap’ and ‘Pat’ bubbles when Asterix hits his enemies. 

mee i, a Asterix on the 

FAST FAA. 
PUBLISHER PRICE 

GRAPHICS 

Escscesecesad | 
SOUND 

CE >: 
PLAYABILITY 

Moga Drive has some of 
the best graphics you 
will ever see, plus 
tunes which have you 

r humming away long 
Ke after you stop playing 

‘ - the game. A very 
[ polished game for the 

seasoned platformer! - 



HEY. 
WATCH THE HAIR, 
BANANA BREATH! 



THis i$ THE FINAL CHALLENGE. [J 
I'M DOWN TO MY OWN WiTs | 
AND MY OWN NERVE 





LIKE A GOLDEN BIRD 
IN A NEON CAGE ? 



WELL, (’M REALLY You HAVE 7O LEARN, CASE \ Uf You wust pow reAuise 
Ou'V 

— BAC 1 sores, 

NG BR? 



Virgin Publishing (not be con 
Virgin Records or Virgin 
books catering for S 

The World's most famous bive hedg 
Sonic The Hedgehog in Robotnik's Laboratory and Sonic The 
Hedgehog in The Fourth Dimension (£2,9 

SONIC 
November and Janea 

The Official Sega 
Mega Drive Power 
Tips Book 2 follows 

Sonic's own TV show 
starts next week! 

Sunday mornings are about to get 
interesting. From next week th 
animated adventures of a certain 

per-cool, blue hedgehog will b 
filling TV screens across the nation as 
Channel 4 begins the Adventures of 
Sonic The Hedgehog. 

This series of half-hour animated 
shows originated in America features 
the ongoing 
between Doctor Robotnik 
and Sonic. Following 

ents similar to those 
seen in STC's own Sonic 
series (though in no way 

cted with this 
comic), the storyline has 

and maps throughout, 
this is the book 

you baffled gamesters. It costs £9.99, 
More hints and tips, plus reviews of aver 250 games forall the main 

Sega systems, can be found in Mean Machines: The Essenetial Sega 
Guide. This book 

modestly describing tse THEOFFICIAL 
a5 ‘The Bible for Mega 
Drive, Mega CD, Master 
System and Game Gear 

owners',is excellent value 
for money. Itcosts £12.99 |, reese RIVE’: 
lad power tips book vouchers which will et you 2 
up to £90 off Sega games 
from Virgin 

These books are 
available at all good book 
and game shops but if 
you'd like to get your 
hands on them for tree 
keep your eyes on Sonic 
The Comic! ae a a ” 

onic with a price on his 
d and on the run from 

Robotnik's Super 

mash Squad, However, 
he always has time to 
stop and help out his 
pals whenever they get in 
trouble. 

The Adventures of 
Sonic The Hedgehog 
kicks off on Channel 4, 
Sunday 7th November at 
9.90 am, Miss It not, 



THE SHOW IS GO! 
FREE tickets to the year’s biggest show! 

The second Future Entertainment Show is less than two weeks away - and you 
could be there free, thanks to STC! We have 20 pairs of tickets to give away 
absolutely free of charge to the first 20 people who ask for them. But you've 
got to move fast. Scope out the details at the end of this item. 

The Future Entertainment Show is Britain's biggest computer and video 
game show and is a must for all serious gamers. 

Sega will be there, along with most of the big name companies. You'll be 
able to get your hands on the very latest and hottest games, take part in 
challenges, rub shoulders with celebs and a whole lot more, For example the 
Future Entertainment Show offers:- 

+ The world's largest video games arena. A 1,000 square metre area featuring 
top software houses and their newest products. 

+ The final of the European Sensible Soccer Championships with the winner 
receiving two tickets to a European match of their choice. 

* The first International Computer Pinball Championships. First prize of a trip 
for two to the Consumer Electronics Show in Chicago. 

* The National Computer Games Championship Final. £10,000 to the winner, 
£4,000 to the runner-up. 

+ Radio One FM and GamesMaster broadcasting live from the show. 

+ Major new hardware and software launches from the top companies. 

The FES is on at the Grand Hall Olympia, London, from 11th - 14th November 
‘Admission is by ticket only. Call the ticket hotline, 051 $56 5085, for full 
details. BUT - you could get in for free. Read on... 

er, this elephant has a 
defeat them. After c ting an unlimited 

s them out his trunk at bullet-speed 
sticking his trunk into G 

full STC 
rth stampeding the 
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The organisers of The Future Entertainment Show (generous souls that they 
are) have given STC, 20 pairs of tickets to the show - which we want to give 
you - for free. Only problem is, there's not much time, The show opens on 
Thursday 11th November - so it's first come first served. Act now or it may 
be too late! 

WHAT TO DO 
Send a first class stamped, self-addressed envelope to: STC/FES FREEBIE, 
25-81 TAVISTOCK PLACE, LONDON WC1H SSU. This must arrive by Friday 
Sth November at the very latest. That's only six short days from the day this 
issue of STC goes on sale. 

The first 20 requests pulled from the mailsack on that day will each 
receive a pair of admission tickets to The Future Entertainment Show, which 
will be immediately posted back to the sender in the SAE provided. 

Remember: 1/ You must send a stamped self-addressed envelope 
(standard size). 2/ It must have a first class stamp already on it to be sure 
of the tickets reaching you in time 

Why are you still reading this? The clock's ticking. Get that SAE in the 
post this minutel 



Two 6000 cops RESIGNED 
FROM A CROOKED POLICE 
DEPARTMENT ~- NOW ONE 
OF THEM MAY HAVE TO 
PAY WITH HIS LIFE 

SOUNDED LIKE 
A FEW RIBS TO 
ME...0R MAYBE 

‘ HOW ABOUT 
WHAT'S THE YOUR HEAD, 
MATTER, MAX? . 
BREAK 

SOMETHING? 

YOU'RE SLOWING 
DOWN, MAK. 

You WERE 
FASTER IN THE 
OLD DAYS... 



Ld 
MAX HAS TO 

FIGHT THIS ONE 
‘ON HIS OWN! 

TRY THIS, 
‘OLD BUDDY"! 

OH MY LORD! MAX 
18 STILLIN 

THERE, AXEL! 

FT 
ses WEREN'T YOU, 
"PARTNER ? 

THE PLanT sHuppeR. 
ITS FOUNDATIONS WEAK 
AND GRUMBLING. 



MISSED Us! 
DON'T WORRY, MAX! 
MLL MAKE TRIS 
Quick | 

WE'RE HEADING 
FOR THE SLAG-PIT, 
YOU CREEP! 

— Z 
THIS IST. max: Yigg 
THIS 1S WHERE | 
SETTLE THE SCORE, 

MAX! 
DON'T COUNT ON IT, 
SCUM! IFI CAN 
SHIFT THIS ROCK. 

7 THIS IS 
WHERE YOU 
GOFORA 
Hor BATH! 

FIGURE 
‘SHOULD HAVE 
DONE THAT 
YEARS AGO! 



PLL LIVE. 
THANKS A 
BUNGH FOR 
COMING 
FOR ME. 

MAX HATCHET AND 
BLAZE FIELDING 
ARE UNDER ARREST, 
AXEL-~ THEY'RE 
EX-POLICE OFFICERS 
AND THEY JUST 
BROKE THE LAW. 

OVER THERE! * THERE'S SOMEONE 
GOMING OUT OF 
THE FACTORY! 

BUT YOU, YOU'RE STILL 
A COP, WISEGLY-- 
7 

AND YOU'RE IN 
BIG TROUBLE! 

CONSIDER THAT 
MY RESIGNATION, 

FATBOY! 

WHAT ABOUT 
YOU, MURPHY? 
ARE YOU 

VOINING US 



ORRY, BLAT| 
IT'S NOT THAT 
EASY, 

HERE, TAKE THIS, 
CAPTAIN-- 

MURPHY! 
YOU GOTTA BE 

NO JOKE, BLAZE. I'M B\ Kopin SORRY. I'VE GOT A WIFE 
AND KiDS BACK HOME 
TO THINK ABOUT! 

YOU'RE A 
DISGRACE, MURPHY. 
A TOTAL LOSER -- 

MURPHY'S A GOOD COP. HELL 
BE THERE IF WE EVER REALLY 
NEED HIM. 

BESIDES. WE'RE 
GONNA NEED SOME CONTACTS IN / _WH-WHAT 
THE POLIGE DEPARTMENT ONCE } DO YOU MEAN, 
WE REALLY GET STARTED. MAX? 

ONCE WE GET INTO 
SOME REAL ACTION! 

THIS WAS JUST A 
WARM-UP! LET'S 
HIT THOSE 
STREETS! 

THE END --OR THE BEGINNING ? 
COMING SOON--SKATES' STORY! 



In STC issue five, you gave a tip for X-Men on the Mega 
Drive which allowed access to any level. | cannot find 

the access panel you mentioned. Please be more specific. 
Andrew Daley, Eccles, Manchester. 

How sad, Andrew. | am sorry you couldn't find the access 
panel, but your wish is my command. For you and 

everyone else who missed it, | shall repeat the cheat: 

When the screen shows ‘Press Start Button’, hold A, B,C and 
Down on controller one, then press Start. Now plug controller 
one into port two. When the picture of Magneto appears, press 
Start to play. 

After you have selected your X-Man, go right to come to the 
access panel (see screenshot). Each tile represents a level. Just 
stand in front of your choice and press Down and C. An added 
bonus - if your health is running low during play - pause, then 
unpause the game to restore it fully! 



J cannot get very far with Smash TV on the Mo 
select as I'm desperate! 

Drive, Please could you give me a level Lam getting J 
Mega Drive this Christmas as a 

present. Could you give me a cheat of 
Jevel codes? 

Calm down, David, Fortunately, I have a level skip to get to any of the levels in the 
game: 

Unfortunately, Paul, there are no 
On level one, press Up, Down, Up, Down, Let, Right, and Left to legp up to the Mutoid man, CAP cheats avalable as yet However, | 
Then, press Down, Down, Left, Right, Up, Up, Right, Left, Down, Up, and Down, can offer you a complete list of all the 

passwords: 

ROLO TO THE RESCUE PassWoRD 
RXVWT74MYR7 

My mum bought me a Game Genie, but when | entered the code for Rolo To The SWTT7NHCFVNY 
Rescue, it didn’t work. Do! need a special code to enter first? Please, please help. X7NLASHCYRN 

VL4S6MGZBVP 
WS6MHPZFOTJ 

Sorry to hear you're having trouble, Ashley. But you are correct in thinking a master TMHPGCFDYRL 
code must be entered first. Try th TPGCZJYK3XM 

Start by entering: RI9TREOL, then ACLAAAGJ, and AKGAAASY. You should now be NCZJFDSBRWC 
invincible with infinite lives. 
As a last resort, and for everyone else that owns Rolo, here is an ordinary key press cheat 
that gives you infinite everything, plus a level select: Wait for the title screen, then hold Up, 
Left, A, and C. Keep them held and press reset. Continue to press the same buttons, and after 
a few seconds press B. 

Master System 
BUBBLE BOBBLE 

We are having real trouble with Bubble Bobble on the Master System. | have had the 
game for over a year, but still can’t find the Red Mirror and the Key to get through the 

final round, Gan you help? 

1am having great difficulty as | 
recently bought Columns with the 

Game Gear, Could you give me a cheat? 

Still playing that old game eh? Well, I have two cheats, a Secret Room, and an answer 
to your problems! 1° m just too good to you. 

To make things much easier, start the game and lose all of your lives and continues. Now start 
a new game and you will find it much simpler to play, Bub will also have ths holy water potion 

Enter the password: 3VS5NLLE, for a level select. 

Reset the game to enter the Secret Room, and select a one/two player start, On the first level, Unfortuately, after searching through my 
fire bubbles at the first three enemies, but don’t burst them, When they turn red, fire bubbles thousands of cheats | still couldn't 
at them again, and repeat fire, After a few seconds, a door will open revealing the hidden find one to make the game easier, 
room. However, | have found an alternative 

The key is essential to Bub’s progress, This can be found on level 115, Don't complete the ending: 
level until a door has appeared. Kill the fire breathers and wait, Enter the door, and the Red 
Mirror will be yours. Jump through the bottom gap, and as you fall through the top, keep Go to the flash mode and select a block 
firing bubbles to encase the baddies. starting height of nine. Choose your 

Head directly for the door, avoiding confrontation. On to level 195. Again, head straight for difficulty level and start the game. Now end 
the door. Once tbrough you will see the Green Mirror. Pick up the final icon to prepare for the the game. When the flash mode demo 
tinal guardian. finishes, a different ending will follow. 



HERE WE NOTE HOW 
CAN SEE A PROFESSOR FRANK N. 

VERY IMPRESSIVE STEIN AND HIS ASSISTANT, 
GOTHIC-STYLE LABORATORY fy, create An anmy tO Nr Te “Uncen. 

Pauses i 
PUL Tete 

! YOU WHO Lives 
* IN A CASTLE LIKE 
3 2 THIS... 

OUT WILL. 
PLEASE, 

BULLHEAI 

e. " 



=> ——— ae 
so 

WEVE GOT TO ey WHAT ARE 
7 Fo THE Te BECAUSE 

GET BACK TO THE TOP 
WAIT DONT 

THE PROFESSOR CREATED WE WAITING woray DAD, 1 

OF THE CASTLE AND SAVE YOU, YOURE LIKE A SON TO FOR? 
PROFESSOR 

‘NEEDS THE PROFESSOR FROM THE 
‘COMING! 

HIM AND HE DESERVES 
CLUTCHES OF THAT EVIL : 

persica YOUR HELP! 
PLUS THE 

FACT THAT IF 
HE DOESN'T GIVE YOU 
YOUR ELECTRIC SHOCK 

‘TREATMENT: 
YOULL DIE. 

THAT 
WINDOW WILL 

TAKE US STRAIGHT 
INTO THE CASTLE wow iF 

ONLY WE CAN 



UH, CHUCK? WHAT Ie Tie Heys peace To We KELTON sates TOM A = TL COULD Have * 7 
4 OUT THAT a> 

WeZ 

=NOT_IN MY OPINION 
— MEGADROID. I] 

a 

eS 

RAAAAGHHHH! i 

"MAYBE 
IT'S A VAMPIRE, 

| SAID. BUT DO you 
EVER LISTEN? 



THERE'S 
NOTHING WRONG 
WITH MY. BLOOD, 

MATEY! 

4% y os e'9 N = 
ans s. 

a NOTHING A 
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PuRPLé FOR ss 
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NEXT Issue: DOOM AT THE TOP. 



SPEEDLINES®S 
Dear STC, 
The first time | read STC was Issue seven, | 

thought it was excellent and | wondered if \t would 
e'possible to make a strip about ECCO THE 
DOLPHIN. Also, could you tell me if it is hard to 
make comics? 
Johnathan Heald, Leeds, Sonic Water Fun 
Game Winner. 

Send your letters and drawings to: Speedlines, Sonic 
The Comic, 25/31 Tavistock Place, London WC1H 9SU. 

You and thousands of others, 
Yohnathan, have all been asking for 

ECCO, so stand by to see him surface in 
the next issue. To answer your last question, I'm Deat STC, Ae ae nck cin? Tig ig $ufe the humes involved would have you believe 

soattble’ pee! ae S "that it's tough making comics, but they should try 
William Ev | Seate Wetec. e0elamei Wier. being a droid for a day. They'd really find out what 

al work is! 
q 

One oF these Sega players is Richard Clayton of Leicester... and the other is not! 
Spot the difference? (don't write In!) Both Boomers win Sonic Water Fun Games, but the hairy guy in 
the black T:shirt must send In his namo, address and paw print to claim the prize. 

Dear STC, 
| used to like The Dandy until | saw STC in my Ws tue! Every fetter and drawing printed on this page wins a newsagents. | thought it looked so brill that | read ae a onal prize! One of these fabulous Tomy Sonic The Hed! 

it all the way home. When | got there, | tripped over ap be yours. Fil it with water and pump the button 
the dog and landed on the couch help Sone eae all the power rings Il’ challenging 
Anthony Laven, Liverpool, Sonic Water Fun it's portable, it’s fun and it's wet! 
Game Winne: Water Fun Game is just part of a range of megaticious 

Sonic products from Tomy which can be bought at toy shops and 
At least there was 2 soft /anding, depart Hf you have problems finding a stockist in your arez 
proving you're a fot luckier than the dog! phone the Tomy Care Line on 0703 872267. 
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